Wash Equipment

Introduction

Stainless steel wash equipment is durable, vandal resistant, easy to maintain and hygienic and is suitable for use in new installations and refurbishment projects. When calculating a project’s “whole of life cost” the use of stainless steel wash equipment is often a more economic solution than traditional ceramic or fireclay products, particularly if the installation will be prone to misuse or vandalism. Certain products in the range can offer significant advantages, for instance washfountains, which are both space and water saving and washtroughs, which serve a number of users but require only one waste outlet connection. Stainless steel wash equipment is ideal for installation in public toilets, factories, schools and educational establishments, leisure facilities, sports stadia, entertainment venues, penal institutions, military camps, hospitals, offices, in fact all public, commercial, industrial and institutional applications. Selected items are available with a coloured Enviro-Glaze finish, giving the products the appearance of ceramic, but the durability and strength of stainless steel.

Special Features
·	HYGIENIC VANDAL RESISTANT DESIGNS
·	EXTENSIVE PRODUCT RANGE
·	DESIGNS FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE USER APPLICATIONS
·	OPTIONAL Enviro-Glaze FINISH ON SELECTED PRODUCTS

Designs

Wall hung basins
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Available in a wide range of designs to meet virtually any application. Wall mounted brackets or apron supports. Selected designs supplied with front support legs for additional rigidity, or half height or full height undershrouds to conceal supply and waste pipework.


Inset basins

Washfountains


Available in circular and rectangular designs. Basins are fitted into cut-outs in tops. The basin rim must be sealed to the counter top


Available in two circular models to accommodate 6 or 8 users simultaneously or a semi-circular version for up to 4 users. Hand, foot or nontouch operation of each outlet. All washfountains are designed to save space and conserve water and energy.
Sinks

Washtroughs


Designs include wall hung sink bowls, sink tops and bucket sinks which are supplied with a hinged stainless steel grid.

Taplanding, splashback or free standing island ranges are available. Supplied in standard and special lengths with only one waste outlet.


Installation
All wash equipment should be installed level and the edges sealed against the walls and, if appropriate, the floors with a permanent impermeable joint.
Detailed installation instructions are supplied with each product.


Maintenance
Routine cleaning is necessary to maintain the appearance of stainless steel. Washing with soap or a mild detergent and warm water, applied with a sponge or bristle brush, followed by a clear water rinse is all that is required. Unless specifically formulated for use on stainless steel, bleaches, abrasive or chemical cleaners should not be used.


Earthing Continuity
All products are provided with a number of fixing points on to which an earthing continuity wire with an end terminal can be secured.







As improvements in the design and performance of Acorn Powell Limited products is continuous specifications may be subject to change without notice.

